Worksheet for Analysis of an Advertisement

Prepare a written report on your assigned ad by answering these questions about it

Advertisements are a valuable primary source for information about the past. Students will enjoy
seeing how the styles of advertisements have changed over time.
Class Activity: Students can analyze the advertisement in small groups or as a whole class, using
the following questions. The questions can be written on the board as a guide or printed out as a
worksheet.
• How does the advertisement attempt to get your attention?
• What is it an advertisement for?
• Who is the target audience for this product?
• List the information the advertisement provides about the product.
• How does the advertisement try to convince you to buy this product?
• How is the name of the product significant?
• What images has the advertiser chosen to use? Why?
• What information do you think has been left out of this advertisement? Why?
• Rate this advertisement on its effectiveness – does it catch and keep your attention? If
you were in the market for this type of product, would you purchase a policy from this
company? Why or why not?
•
•

What would you change about the ad?
Would you say people were more gullible or suggestible during the time this
advertisement was first used? Explain why or why not.

You may need to spend a little class time defining unfamiliar terms or concepts.
Have students find current advertisements in newspapers, magazines, and telephone books. Have
them suggest ways the advertisements are the same and/or different today (possible answers:
number, variety, and type of fonts; color printing; use of photographs and drawings; amount of
text to read, etc.).
Would this advertisement be successful today? Why or why not? Why is it so different from
modern advertisements? (possible answers: target audiences have different levels of sophistication; technology allows the addition of color, more complex images and photographs, as well as
phone numbers, fax numbers, e-mail addresses.)
Ask students to pretend they are considering purchasing a similar product and to make a list of
advantages and disadvantages they see in purchasing the item from this company. Before making
a decision, what additional information would they need? Why is that information not included
in the advertisement?

Follow-up Activity 1: Working alone or in small groups, have students choose and cut out
magazine and phone book ads that they find eye-catching or appealing, and ask them to explain to
the class what elements of the ad they think are most effective.
Follow-up Activity 2: Working alone or in small groups, have students design a full-page
advertisement for this product that would incorporate some of the elements the class identified in
the previous exercise. They should choose a target audience, name some of the advantages of the
product, and specify how it would make life easier or more comfortable for their target audience.

Using Primary Documents in the Classroom
Lesson Plan: Studying Advertisements (Crane, Breed & Co.)
Advertisements are a valuable primary source for information about the past. Show students the
advertisement for “Crane, Breed & Co.” from the 1868 Nashville City Directory. (Note: a city
directory is similar to a modern phone book, but existed long before people had telephones).
Class Activity: Students can analyze the advertisement in small groups or as a whole class, using
the following questions. The questions can be written on the board as a guide or printed out as a
worksheet.
• What first catches your eye in this advertisement?
• What are some of the ways the advertisement attempts to get your attention?
• What is it an advertisement for? How can you tell?
• List the information the advertisement provides about the caskets the company sells.
• How does the advertisement tries to convince you to buy this product?
• What is suggested by the word “patent”?
• What burial problems does the ad say this product will correct?
• Where is this company located? Why are they advertising in a Nashville directory?
• Who would be the target audience for this ad?
• How does this advertisement appeal to grieving families? Do you find it insensitive in
any way?
• What would you change about the ad?
Students may share their answers with the other groups. Are modern advertisements as graphic in
their details as this one? What modern advertisements could be compared with this one?
Have students find current advertisements in newspapers, magazine, and telephone books. Have
them suggest ways that advertisements for the funeral industry are the same and different today
(possible answers: number & type of fonts; color printing; use of photos & drawings; amount of
text to read, greater sensitivity to family members, etc.)
Would this advertisement be successful today? Why or why not? Why is it so different from
modern advertisements? (possible answers: target audiences have different levels of expectation
and sophistication; technology allows the addition of color, more complex images and photos;
use of phone numbers, fax numbers, e-mail addresses.)
Ask students to pretend they are considering purchasing a casket for their Aunt Minerva and, in
small groups or as a whole class, to brainstorm a list of advantages and disadvantages they see in
purchasing the casket from this company. Before making a decision, what additional
information would they need? Why is that information not included in the advertisement?
Follow-up Activity 1: Have students choose and cut out magazine and phone book ads that they
find eye-catching or appealing, and ask them to explain to the class what elements of the ad they
think are most effective.
Follow-up Activity 2: Working alone or in small groups, design a full-page advertisement for
this product that would incorporate some of the elements the class identified in the previous
exercise. Be sure to designate a target audience for the product and direct the advertising to
appeal to that group in particular.

Using Primary Documents in the Classroom
Lesson Plan: Studying Advertisements (The Indian Doctor’s Cures)
Advertisements are a valuable primary source for information about the past. Show students the
advertisement for “The Indian Doctor’s Cures” from the 1868 Nashville City Directory. (Note: a
city directory is similar to a modern phone book, but existed long before people had telephones).
Class Activity: Students can analyze the advertisement in small groups or as a whole class, using
the following questions. The questions can be written on the board as a guide or printed out as a
worksheet.
How does the advertisement attempt to get your attention?
What is it an advertisement for? How can you tell?
List the information the advertisement provides about the product.
How does the advertisement try to convince you to buy this product?
Why do you think a special deal is offered to clergymen?
Why are the agents from other cities listed as well as the company officials?
Where is the main office of this company located? What do you know about that particular
address?
Students may share their answers with the other groups. Discuss the various illnesses and
disorders mentioned in the advertisement. Are modern advertisements as graphic in their details
as this one? What modern advertisements could be compared with this one?
The following background information may be shared with your students:
Many physicians of the period believed that all disease was caused by an over-stimulation of the
nerves and blood and used what they called “heroic medicine” (bleeding, blistering, purging,
and vomiting) to restore the natural balance. Surgeons did not use antiseptic procedures – rarely
even washing their hands before operating – and many patients died from the “cure.” An Indian
Doctor (generally not a Native American), also known as a “ botanical practitioner,” was more
like today’s modern herbalists. Although the name suggests that these healers had learned their
medical skills from the natives, most of their knowledge had come with them from Europe.
Have students find current advertisements in newspapers, magazine, and telephone books. Have
them suggest ways medical advertisements are the same and different today (possible answers:
number & type of fonts; color printing; use of photos & drawings; amount of text to read, etc.)
Would this advertisement be successful today? Why or why not? Why is it so different from
modern advertisements? (possible answers: target audiences have different levels of expectation
and sophistication; technology allows the addition of color, more complex images and photos;
use of phone numbers, fax numbers, e-mail addresses; the City Directory would be consulted
more often than a typical magazine, so the ad didn’t need to be so eye-catching.)
Ask students to explain why someone would choose an “Indian Doctor” over a more conventional
physician. Before making a decision, what additional information would they need? Should
additional information be included in the advertisement?

Follow-up Activity 1: Have students choose and cut out magazine and phone book ads that they
find eye-catching or appealing, and ask them to explain to the class what elements of the ad they
think are most effective.
Follow-up Activity 2: Working alone or in small groups, design a full-page advertisement for
this product that would incorporate some of the elements the class identified in the previous
exercise. Be sure to designate a target audience for the product and direct the advertising to
appeal to that group in particular.

